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Abstract 

The Pakistan-India relationship since 1947 has been the product of a 

sharpened sense of Hindu-Muslim animosity which led to the division of British 

India. It has always been unpredictable with a strong inclination towards a sudden 

upsurge of hostility and an ever waiting-in-the-wings of blame-game such as any 

incidence of violence, protest, bomb attacks in any one country is immediately 

blamed on the other. The unresolved J & K issue has been one of the major ones 

which has further poisoned the relations, in spite of creating professions of 

goodwill and making a new beginning towards better relations between the two 

countries.      

Due to the continuation of this venomous atmosphere, even during 

relative periods of peace the military preparedness continues abated on both sides 

both in the conventional and nuclear weaponry. From partition to the present both 

states have been involved in four major wars besides many military confrontations 

as well. The fluctuations in relations have persisted through changes in leaders and 

governments of both countries.                      

The following table is a relatively simple illustration of the major ups and 

downs between the two countries since 1947: 

Table. 1 Chronology of relations between India and Pakistan                      

Relationship   Period 

First Kashmir War   Oct. 1947-Dec. 1948 

Peace talks   1962-1963 

Second Kashmir War  Aug.-Sept. 1965 

Tashkent Peace Declaration  Jan. 1966 

Indo-Pakistan War    Dec. 1971 

Simla agreement    July 1972 

Siachen Glacier Issue 

Lahore Peace accord   April 1984 Feb. 1999 

Kargil War   May-July 1999 

Agra peace summit   July 2001 

Military standoff due to attack  

on Indian Parliment Dec. 2001-Jan 2002  May-June 2002 

Rebirth of the Peace Process   April 2003 

Mumbai Attacks    Nov. 2008 

Resurrection of the peace process June 2009-present  

Table: Ashutosh Misra, India-Pakistan: Coming to Terms 

The story of 1947 Indo-Pak relations started with the partition plan 

announced on June 3, 1947. Pakistan was established through exercise of self-

determination by Muslims of the Muslim-majority provinces either by referendum 

or by votes of the elected representatives of people. The struggle for this exercise 

was led by the All-India Muslim League. The Congress, voice of the Hindu 
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majority of British India did accept the June 3 plan but the top leadership of party 

All-India congress committee endorsed the decision that the unity of India must be 

maintained.4 Division of subcontinent, pre-independence political rivalry, variety 

of creeds and customs   were at a side, deep bitterness was emerged by communal 

rioting. Pakistan’s initial difficulties were music for Indian ears5 and they wanted 

to punish Pakistan for the sin of partition. India’s aim was to push Pakistan 

steadily towards a state of pandemonium. Although Congress was not happy with 

the Indian partition but accepted it with deep feelings of resentment and with a 

future plan of dealing with Pakistan that had all the elements of a nefarious 

design.6 

Main issue between India and Pakistan has its roots in the division of 

areas between these two states and from the very beginning Pakistan had to face 

serious hazards which were generated by the Radcliff Award.  Economic 

strangulation7 was major problem as there was no industry in Pakistan and it 

produced large share of agriculture and raw material which was sent to Calcutta 

for processing. For communications also Pakistan was paralyzed by India as coal 

for its railways was imported from India. To further strangle Pakistan’s economy 

cash balance of 550 million was seized by India. Pakistan was also denied full 

share of its military assets.   

Accession of princely states was another issue. At the time of partition 

there were mainly three states which decided against joining either country.  Of 

these three the fate of two was decided forcibly by India while the third one is still 

undecided and has been a source of continuous strife. Bilateral efforts were made 

for reconciliation when an agreement for the demarcation of boundary between 

East Bengal and Assam was signed; following this a Minorities Agreement was 

also signed. But when Pakistan joined US-led anti-Soviet defense pacts Indian 

reaction was bitter as Nehru said, 

“But I have felt strongly that this step is a wrong step and tensions and 

pears to the world. It adds to the feeling of insecurity in Asia. It is therefore a 

wrong step from the point of view of peace and removal of tensions”.8 

It took half a century for both India and Pakistan to come over that 

understanding that they are neighbors for life and it is a fact that cannot be 

canceled that neighbors have issues which cannot be simply washed away or be 

forcefully settled and that all problems would be settled through bilateral talks in 

cycle with dumping the linkage politics.9Their history is simply sixty five years 

old and during these sixty five years their relations remained unstable and It took 

almost forty-nine years and nine months to establish the composite dialogue 

process (CDP) which was achieved in May 1997 in Male, capital of Maldives, 

under the leadership of Indian Prime Minister Inder Kumar Gujral and his 

Pakistani counterpart Mr. Nawaz Sharif.10 This initiative was grand but neither its 

beginning nor its end brought peace as Kargil War was started. In 2003 step by 

step approach was adopted by both countries and after several rounds of talks 

dialogues were turned down again because of 26/11. 

The Mumbai attacks: A brief history 
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Bilateral relations of India and Pakistan changed from sweet to sour when 

on 26 November 2008 a band of ten well armed and trained attackers about whom 

it was allegedly said that they had set out by boat from Karachi in Pakistan 

launched an onslaught to India’s economic hub Mumbai by crippling the city for 

three days. A number of places were attached including the highly populated 

railway station Chhatrapti Shivaji terminus by a small number of young men who 

were loaded with heavy arms.11 Eight of the attacks occurred in south Mumbai on 

Chhatrapati Shivaaji terminus, two elite hotels one was Oberoi trident and the 

other was the Taj Mahal palace and tower and last one was on the orthodox Jewish 

owned Nariman house.12 After a 59-hour siege ended with the shooting dead of the 

last terrorists holed up in Nariman House which was a Jewish centre, killing 166 

people including 22 foreigners.13 

Deadlock in peace efforts  

These stunning attacks in Mumbai posed serious threat to the peace 

process which was   initiated by former president of Pakistan Pervez Musharraf 

and the former Indian Prime Minister, Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpaee on 6 January, 2004 

in Islamabad. Under this course, two countries held four rounds of Composite 

Dialogue Process on eight issues and talks were set to resume on 21 July, 2008. 

Interestingly, Minister of external affairs for India and Foreign Minister of 

Pakistan met in New Dehli on 26 November some hours before the attacks started 

in Mumbai and both Ministers in their meeting made a pledge that the two 

countries jointly fight against terrorism in the region14 but India put all blame on 

Pakistan and their relations which were on a roller coaster now reached at very 

low after Mumbai attacks and at that time, tensions were to such extent that both 

countries were at brink of war. Subsequent investigations revealed that all 

attackers were from Pakistan, and they were linked to Lashkar-e-Taiba / Jamaatul-

Dawa (LeT / JUD).   

It was also concluded by India that it was patronized by ISI, Pakistan‘s 

intelligence agency and was linked to Al-Qaida.15All these allegations destroyed 

the spirit of the peace process. This was undiplomatic behavior on part of India to 

trash Pakistan politically without an initial investigation. It was really unfortunate 

that Manmohan Singh pointed his finger at Pakistan without waiting for the 

findings of the investigation panel which was set up by him to probe the Mumbai 

incident. 

In this blame game India directly attacked Pakistan as external affairs 

Minister Mr. Pranab Mukherjee stated in an interview with CNN-IBN’S  Devil’s 

Advocate  programme, alleged that the terrorists, 

“Not come from a different planet, they live and function from and within 

the territory of a particular country.” 16 

While Pakistan’s reaction was why they always blame us however 

Pakistani Premier Mr. Yousaf Raza Gillani condemned the attack while offer of a 

joint investigation was made by the Pakistani Foreign Minister. A ban was also 

imposed over Jamat-ul-daawa in accordance with United Nations resolution17 but 

India was not satisfied and was demanding of Pakistan to do more. Despite of 
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intense security threats from India Pakistan remained in denial mode as Pakistan’s 

foreign Minster Mr. Shah Mehmood Qureshi said’ 

“Our hands are clean and Pakistan must hope for the best and plan for the 

worst.”18 

To satisfy India, it was decided to send ISI Director General Shuja Pasha 

to India but this decision was reversed and statement was made that Director 

General was too senior in rank to send for investigation and it was 

miscommunication; it was decided that a Director of the Inter- Services 

Intelligence would visit India.19  Pakistan however carried out raids against LeT in 

the POK area which was labeled by India as “empty gestures”.20  India further 

alleged that top leaders, such as Hafiz Saeed of LeT and Masood Azhar of JeM 

were still at large. As Masood Azher was specially mentioned by India because he 

was previously in Indian custody and India had to release him on the demand of 

hijackers of an Indian plane in Kandahar.21  On January 5, 2009, a dossier of sixty-

nine pages prepared by Indian security and intelligence agencies was handed over 

to Pakistan but Pakistan denied her involvement which further escalated the 

situation between India and Pakistan. .It was also contended that attacks were 

possibly the act of Harkat-ul-jihad–e-Islami (HUJI) of Bangladesh and the 

planning was done outside in Dubai or even in Austria.22  The claims of Pakistan 

were rendered weak because of the arrest of one Mumbai attaker, Ajmal Amir 

Kasab, whose arrest was itself a unique achievement.23 

In initial interrogation it was declared that he was native of Pakistani 

village named Faridkot. India was so sure that the attackers came from Karachi to 

Mumbai to spread death and destruction. They were as competent as Al Qaeda, as 

resourceful as Al Qaeda as innovative and well motivated as Al Qaeda. 24 

Following intense Indian and international pressure, Pakistani Interior Minister, 

Rehman Malik, admitted that planning for the attack was done in Pakistan. As 

U.S. think tank also reported that Mumbai attacks were carried out by LeT but it 

was also mentioned that it was not clear if Pakistani official agencies were 

involved or not. 25  So in response, Pakistani authorities arrested the alleged 

‘mastermind’, Zaki-ur-Rehman.  Five others were also arrested named, Hammad 

Amin Sadiq, Zarar Shah, Mohammad Ashfaq, Javaid Iqbal and Abu-al-Qama. 

Both countries continued to exchange further information and Ajmal Kasab who 

was the only living attacker, after sometime he was declared as a Pakistani 

citizen. 26  No doubt Indian social life was suffered by this but Indian security 

institutes were also jolted by these attacks because it showed many falls in their 

security. There was a nationwide criticism over Indian Intelligence Agencies for 

their security lapses which made it possible for a group of attackers to launch a 

coordinated expedition. 

The official Indian dossier gives brief account of the terrorists’ journey 

from Pakistan by sea that how they hijacked fishing vessel and murdered its crew. 

There was also a list of ‘Made in Pakistan’ things like milk powder, Touch me… 

shaving cream and made in Pakistan pickle27  all these were collected from the 

boat which was sailed by these terrorists. It was quite strange that foreigners were 

sailing in their sea and successfully reached on their port, and no one took notice.  

It was also reported that a photograph of one terrorist was also left on boat. Such 
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evidence can easily lead some to believe that if there was any Pakistani 

involvement or involvement of Pakistan’s official agencies why would they leave 

such evidence? It was also said that Indian intelligence agencies had reported to 

Indian Navy about some suspicious activities but Indian navy denied this that it 

received no reports form intelligence agencies. If intelligence agencies were 

feeling suspicions for some movements then why they did not block it?  

Radicalism in India  

The other factor was the way in which Mumbai attacks carried out are not 

in accordance in the pattern of terrorism seen after 9/11. Normally, extremist 

Islamic groups fixed bombs, launched quick violence or sent suicide bombers. 

Attacks like this continued for few hours and there were also taking hostage but 

invariably the terrorist would take the hostages to their camps. While in Mumbai 

attacks, attackers struck in a highly coordinated manner and were established 

firmly in the hotels for almost three days, using small arms to engage the security 

forces, which indicate a lot of planning and provision of weapons in large 

quantities from outside Mumbai.28 India is also facing challenge of coping with 

local radical groups. These groups are product of the alienation of large but highly 

marginalised segments of Indian society. Some of them have reported to brutal and 

radical philosophies to challenge the unjust and exploitative Indian state. Modern 

communication technology and convenient travel across the globe has made it 

very easy for such groups to interact with each other, and to get inspired by each 

other’s ideologies. However real identity of such group is local and regional and 

they function autonomously of each other. India should also examine critically the 

evidence as radicalism is spreading in India. 

Firstly, many dissident and separatist groups are there which use 

aggression to challenge and to assert India’s primacy in their respective areas of 

operation. These violent groups are in north- eastern states especially Assam and 

had a long custom of spreading anarchy. There are many other radical groups also 

present like the Maoists who built their influence by speaking about native 

injustice in east, central and southern India .These groups can create local threats. 

Secondly, Hindu extremism is also rooted deeply in parts of India and these 

groups tend to use violence for the revival of Hinduism. There groups have 

targeted religious minorities especially Christians and Muslims. This Hindu 

militancy has affected the minds of a significant number of middle and upper 

classes, which are using violence especially against Muslims. 29  Deadly anti-

Muslim riots in 2002 in the western state of Gujarat are an example of this kind of 

mind-set.  

Even though Mumbai attacks were most violent and spectacular in India, 

there has been a burst in religious violence by both Indian Muslims and Hindu 

extremist groups.30 Muslim militancy has also developed in India among Muslims 

because the Muslim youth feel unfriendly and marginalized in the Indian political 

system. India’s official data shows how Indian Muslims find themselves as 

secondary in Indian politics and economy.  A large number of such youths are 

attracted to radical Islam to challenge the system as they take it as injustice with 

them so some of them use the discourses and strategies of Al-Qaeda or the 

Lashkar-e-Toiba which strongly advocate armed resistance against anti Islam 
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forces. Though involvement of LeT was seen sure from Indian side and the 

Mumbai saga was also concluded by the death sentence of Ajmal Kasab in May 

2010, India must keep check in her home grown jihadi/extremist groups to avoid 

such incidents. 

These attacks put question mark on Indo-Pakistan relations and from 

these events like attack on Indian parliament and now Mumbai saga one can easily 

distinguish the forces which shape the bilateral relationship. These attacks have 

also shown several flaws in governance of both countries. No doubt India is 

vulnerable to armed attacks for several years and is putting its energies to tackle 

threat of domestic terrorism but Indian government is biased in its policies and this 

is the main reason that violence is spreading in its territory. On the other hand 

Pakistan is suffering more serious problem of governance and also facing a new 

wave of terrorism. 31  Our army also has a history of taking risky tactics like 

backing up mujahideen to exert pressure on India as former president and CEO 

Pervaiz Musharraf stated in his interview that mujaheedin’s activities and Kargil 

adventure have changed Indian attitude and they were ready to tackle issues by 

negotiation.32 

Nature of civil-military relation in Pakistan is critical to Pakistan’s 

relation with its estranged neighbor and stable democratic government is necessary 

for the peaceful solution of Kashmir, a land with its unending history of political 

violence which has created a paradigm of pathological politics.33 The Mumbai 

attacks triggered the fear about nuclear war but this time there was no nuclear 

component to the crisis. In reality nuclear threat at any serious level never 

occurred to South Asia and it always remains firstly at level of signaling via verbal 

statements and missile tests34  and during the Mumbai crisis the nuclear threat was 

just verbal, while in 2001-2002 crisis nuclear threat was more serious because both 

sides had mobilized their armies for war. The awareness of risk brought positive 

change and start of Composite Dialogue Process helped to stabilise the condition.   

These attacks no doubt also effect the Indian Muslim community and 

although Muslim clergy denounced these attacks but they had to bear the bitter 

response of big majority of non-Muslim Indians. Dar-ul-Uloom Deoband declared 

India as Dar-ul-Aman. 35  In the meantime these attacks also affected the state 

elections at about the same time as attacks occurred and few months later on 

national elections. These attacks also hit the business sentiments of India because 

its major fear was that confidence of investors would down they would not invest 

anymore. The initial worries were also that it will hit Indian tourist department as 

several foreigners were killed and Indian government had failed to protect them. 

However actual negative effects were on the peace process which was initiated by 

previous governments.  

The instability of bilateral relationship shows that in both states there are 

still some non-state actors who are not ready for a peaceful South Asia. Whenever 

both states are close to a peaceful solution of different issues some state actors in 

both countries act to reverse the situation by tangling both governments on 

domestic and international front as Indian Prime Minister Mr. Singh once said 

that, 
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“I and General Musharraf had reached nearly an agreement a non-

territorial solution of all problems but then General Musharraf got into difficulties 

with the chief justice and other fronts and therefore the whole process came to a 

halt.”36 

The suspension of peace process after Mumbai attacks shows that there is 

an unstable equilibrium in South Asia but there is need to critically examine the 

black sheep present in both states which do not want peace on permanents basis. 

But it can be said that Mumbai attacks were a failing charade because its purpose 

was not completely fulfilled. India defamed Pakistan and even whole world was 

criticizing it but in return Indian intervention in Baluchistan was highlighted. The 

other thing, because of recent findings now cat is out of bag that there are some 

fanatics who are against peace and stability but one can judge that most strict 

elements are in India because whenever there was start of dialogue process such 

incidents in India suspended it as in 2001 attack on Indian parliament and in 2008 

Mumbai episode and this is still in doubt that whether Pakistan was involved in it 

or it was an inside job as on 14 July 2013 former Indian home ministry officer and 

investigator Satish Verma disclosed that attack on Indian parliament and Mumbai 

attacks were inside job. It is disturbing that these official talks have always been 

vulnerable to outside forces like attacks of terrorists in India and Pakistan and 

Mumbai attacks were no doubt clearly designed to disrupt the peace process. 

Incident of Samjhota express attacked by extremist Hindus was the same issue. So 

it seems that extremists on both sides are bent on derailing the peace between the 

two countries but they should become more realistic in their approach and should 

sort out these extremist groups that oppose the peace, because due to these 

extremists peace in the south Asian has become a mirage. India and Pakistan have 

mistaken into open conflict in Kashmir. An agreeable conclusion of the issue to 

the full satisfaction of the people of Kashmir can become a win-win situation 

between these two powers. Both must resolve regional problems for their own 

good and for the interest of global peace.  
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